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Containing over 7,000 entries, this fully revised edition provides clear, up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of agricultural terms. Subjects
covered include cultivation, machinery, livestock, crops, pesticides and herbicides, fertilizers, organic farming and veterinary science, as well
as sales and commodities markets. Jargon-free definitions make this dictionary particularly suitable for students, new industry recruits and
non-native English speakers.
World Geography of Travel and Tourism takes an alternative approach to current tourism geography offerings, which offer a plainly topical
approach. The authors have included major themes, models and issues from a topical perspective, and positioned them in a place and
regional context. In this way, this text places traditional human and physical geography at the core of our understanding of international
tourism destinations and issues. * Develops a theoretical framework and regional context for the study of international tourism * Contributions
from leading academics provide regional expertise * Fully supported by author-designed and maintained website
Covering nutrition, dietary requirements, chemistry, preparation and cooking, hygiene, health and safety, commercial food production,
labelling, packaging and public health, this dictionary provides clear, informative and up-to-date terms relating to all aspects of food science
and nutrition. An eseential reference for GCSE and A-level students of food technology, undergraduate students of food science/sports
nutrition, students of city and guilds food-related courses, and new recruits to catering, food safety, public health or nutrition.
This brilliant bilingual book is your one-stop shop for Spanish, packed with more than 10,000 essential words to look up and learn. With each
Spanish entry illustrated by an eye-catching visual, language learning has never been easier. You'll be introduced to useful vocabulary
arranged by theme across a broad range of subjects, from food and drink to sports and leisure and travel and transport. Throughout the book
everyday items are included and labelled to boost your learning. If you can't find the right words, just use the comprehensive and clear
indexes to set you straight in an instant. The Spanish-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary also features an amazing audio app, so you can
hear all the words included spoken aloud. Use the book to find all the words and phrases you need, then perfect your pronunciation with the
audio assistant. Whether you're studying for exams, off on vacation, or away on business, this is the ultimate dictionary for all aspiring
Spanish speakers.
This fully revised and updated second edition provides over 7,000 definitions of travel and tourism terminology used throughout the world,
highlighting the many differences between US and European usage. It covers all aspects of the tourism industry, including hospitality,
transport, and ancillary services. It explains the operating language of the travel industry, acronyms and abbreviations of organizations,
associations and trade bodies, IT terms and brand names, and provides website addresses. Entries vary from one-line definitions to 500 word
articles, and references are provided for further reading. This new edition contains over 500 new entries and the unique cross referencing
system has been extended; for example accessing any entry about business travel leads to over 70 others. It is an essential reference tool for
anyone involved in tourism research, and everyone in the travel industry.
This English-Chinese vocabulary aims to cover all aspects of everyday business usage. Hotels, tourism and the catering industry are
featured.
This bestselling workbook provides a resource for students studying towards the International English Language Testing System (IELTS)
exam. It has been written for students at intermediate level and above, and is particularly appropriate for anyone who plans to study or train at
an English-speaking college or university. Fully updated for this fourth edition, the book provides exercises to help teach and build general
and topic-specific vocabulary related to the IELTS test and also covers grammar, use of English, comprehension and spelling. Suitable for
both self-study and the classroom, it includes a range of activities to help students build and improve their English vocabulary and language
skills. - Tests and improves vocabulary using a variety of useful, interesting and enjoyable exercises - Easy-to-use format with clear
instructions - Comprehensive answer key with additional information - Includes IELTS-style Speaking and Writing tasks with sample answers
to allow for productive practice of target language

What is Leisure Studies? Who are the key figures in the field? How can we evaluate the relevance of concepts in the
field? This is the first full length Dictionary of Leisure Studies. It examines the key concepts, assesses the work of central
figures and helps students zero-in on essential issues and conceptual distinctions. The Book: • Provides an
unprecedented critical survey of the field • Offers students authoritative, comprehensive accounts of the basic concepts
and leading figures • Provides students with core resources to write essays and pass exams Written by teachers
experienced with the needs of undergraduates and postgraduates in the field, the book will be quickly recognized as a
vital asset in making sense of Leisure Studies.
This dictionary is a handy reference covering everyday terms used within the tourism, travel, leisure and airline sectors.
The dictionary provides an overview of terminology used within these global industries, complete with explanations for
industry-specific terms and helpful annotated diagrams to illustrate travel related information, such as seating plans and
airline tickets.
This fully revised edition of the Dictionary of Medical Terms" now includes over 12,500 terms from British and
international medical practice, explained in clear, simple English. It covers fields such as surgery, general practice,
hospitals, clinics, nursing, pharmacy, dentistry and other specialisms, and includes example sentences for each entry,
together with grammar notes and parts of speech. As well as technical language it also includes informal terms of the
kind used between professionals or professionals and patients. It is a valuable practical reference for interns, nurses or
trainees in any medical field and its clear explanations make it ideal for professionals learning English for medicine, for Alevel and undergraduate students, and for home reference. "An informative, essential reference text for anyone working
in the healthcare community. This paperback is put together in an easy, accessible way and its soft-durable cover makes
it resilient, user-friendly and you can always easily find what you want." - Reference Review
Provides over 6,500 definitions of travel and tourism terminology, including the operating language of the travel industry,
acronyms of organizations, associations, and trade bodies, IT terms, and brand names. Completely up to date, this
dictionary covers the implications of web technology and social media on the travel and tourism industry, as well as new
products and services, such as e-tickets, home-based travel agents, awareness amongst consumers and within the
industry of terror-threatened travel, recent changes in legislation, and environmental concerns. Useful appendices include
the World Tourism Organization Global Code of Ethics for Tourism, the recommended tourism syllabus content for
Higher Education courses worldwide, and a list of the EC Neutral Computerized Reservation System Rules. Providing a
wealth of information on one of the fastest-growing global industries of the 21st century, this dictionary is the ideal point
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of reference for students taking travel, tourism, and hos
Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and TourismA&C Black
This new edition combines within two covers: * A dictionary of 2500 terms * Descriptions of 300 organizations * A
biographical dictionary of 100 personalities * Explanations of 1200 acronyms and abbreviations * Key data for well over
200 countries * A concise bibliography listing more than 100 useful sources of further information The author's long and
wide experience of these fields makes this an indispensable companion for students and teachers, and those employed
in relevant businesses and organizations, as well as for the travellers, tourists and guests who are the raison d'Ãªtre of it
all. Includes more than 4000 entries, with over 1000 of them new to this edition Profiles 100 outstanding personalities
connected with travel, tourism and hospitality Describes 300 international and national organisations, with data from over
200 countries
This dictionary is a handy reference covering everyday terms used within the tourism, travel, leisure and airline sectors.
The dictionary provides an overview of terminology used within these global industries, complete with explanations for
industry-specific terms and helpful annotated diagrams to illustrate travel related information, such as seating plans and
airline tickets. It is a useful introduction for those new to studying or working in tourism and related industries. * Covers
travel-related facts on over 130 countries, including capital cities, currencies and languages * Includes airline and airport
codings for major airlines and airports worldwide * Lists the Phonetic Radio Alphabet as used by pilots and other
transport professionals. * Provides a selection of interesting words and idioms useful for guides, tour managers and those
compiling itineraries
Optimized for use on the Kindle, this title is written for travelers, students, and lovers of language who will soon find this
dictionary to be indispensable. This eBook features 15,000 words and concepts sorted into 13 clearly formatted and colorcoded categories. These categories are easily navigable by clicking on the links in the Table of Contents. The eBook also
feautures 3,000 full-color pictures that provide helpful visualization for instant recognition.
This fully revised edition includes over 8,000 words, expressions and terminology relating to the publishing and printing
industries and allied trades. Topics covered are papermaking, ink, printing and binding machinery, bookselling,
typesetting, desktop publishing and design, copyright, editing, commissioning, contracts, rights and electronic publishing.
Definitions are given in clear, simple English, meaning that this dictionary is perfect for anyone wanting comprehensive
information at their fingertips.
An Introduction to Tourism is the essential guide to the tourism industry. It provides a comprehensive and authoritative
introduction to all facets of tourism including: the history of tourism; factors influencing the tourism industry; tourism in
developing countries; sustainable tourism; forecasting future trends. Tourism has changed radically in recent years with
the onset of many technological and economic changes and an ever increasing concern for the environment. This book
provides a down-to-earth introduction to this complex and multi-faceted industry. This invaluable introduction is written for
all students of tourism and all those involved in the industry who want to know more about the structure, component
activities and environment within which they work.
Definitions of more than 9,000 tourism and hospitality terms are provided in this revised and updated edition. Covering
such subjects as travel, ticketing, hotels, and restaurants, along with general business, accounting, and personnel terms,
this resource is ideal for students, employers, and employees who work in any part of the hotel or tourism industry.
Handy supplements include quick reference lists of airline and airport codes, currencies, international dialing codes, time
zones, balance sheets, and international public holidays.
Mr. Renny's paintings are so good that they almost appear real. But no one seems to pay them any attention-until a
strange man offers to make everything that Mr. Renny paints come to life. First there's the painting of the apple, which
Mr. Renny can now eat. Then there's a huge hotdog, a new car, a cruise liner... Mr. Renny paints himself a life of luxuryuntil his friend Rose comes to ask if she can buy one of his paintings. But he doesn't have any real paintings left! The
spell must be broken-and soon! A book containing subtle references to the work of Belgian surrealist Ren Magritte, the
illustrations are full of clever and amusing details.
The present book contains a collection of works developing new trends in theoretical and practical lexicography devoted
to manifold description of lexis. All papers are divided into two main sections: Part I, Systemic and Cross-cultural
Relations of Words in the Dictionary, presents analysis of cultural issues and phraseology with special reference to
English dictionaries for general- and specific-purposes. The main focus is given to the principles of lexicographic
presentation of non-equivalent lexis, idioms, clichés, nominations of non-verbal behaviour and proper names of people in
bilingual and monolingual dictionaries. Part II, entitled Specialized Dictionaries: Traditions and Innovations, deals with
peculiarities of Author Lexicography, Learners lexicography, LSP dictionaries, dictionaries of English verbs, and varieties
of the English language in its synchronic and diachronic aspects. This book is based on plenary presentations of the
VIIIth school on Lexicography “Synchronic and Diachronic Lexicography: A New Age of Theory and Practice” (Ivanovo
State University, September 10–12, 2009) and continues the series of monographs devoted to theoretical and practical
problems of modern and historical lexicography: Essays on Lexicon, Lexicography, Terminography in Russian, American
and Other Cultures (2007) and Lexicography and Terminology: A Worldwide Outlook (2009) published by Cambridge
Scholars Publishing.
Bachelor Thesis from the year 2009 in the subject Tourism, grade: 1,0, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven,
language: English, abstract: Human behaviour is one of the most interesting topics to be studied, but also one of the
most complex. But who would not be relieved if he would know the reason why humans sometimes behave as they do?
Especially in the field of tourism, a domain of intense human interaction, where offering services is the core activity of
most businesses, it would be quite favourable to predict how potential customers or business partners do react; or if the
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extensive marketing spending has the desired impact. Consequently, this work focuses on the topic of human motivation,
particularly on the motivation of travelling behaviour, drawing attention to a field that is as diverse as the ways it can be
approached. Tourism researchers usually refer to an established set of theories and models to describe motivated
behaviour, of which Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ probably is the most renowned. But considering its year of
publication, it is remarkable that there is no established contemporary approach to behavioural research. Accordingly, the
objective of this work is to develop a theoretical model relating the variety of leisure travel elements to as few as possible
underlying motivations, being responsible for thriving one of the biggest industrial sectors of the world. Research was
carried out by undertaking in-depth interviews in the context of grounded theory methodologies, investigating the travel
behaviour, experiences and motives of a small sample, detecting relations and dependencies, and drawing according
conclusions. Based on the analysed data a theoretical model emerged, defining the motivation for any leisure travel
activities as psychological escape, an instinctive reflex to a temporary dissatisfaction caused by a variety of influences.
Travel and Tourism are wide and multifaceted systems whose complexity is reflected in the terminology employed to describe them or to
operate them. Their communication language appears at times secretive; but there is no secrecy, in fact. Travel activities are bound to a
vehicle distinguished by its velocity. Operating such activities demands, therefore, a communication system able to match such rapidity. It is
required that all performers are fluent in travel terminology, including students, airlines staff, travel agents, and other service providers. The
Dictionary for Travel and Tourism Activities has been designed to solve the need to learn, understand and succeed with the most common
terms and expressions used by these so-called Industries. It is an educational tool for students and professionals, but is also an
understanding means for travelers.
An invaluable reference book for anyone interested in the fascinating world of sport, containing over 5,000 terms relating to sport and
exercise science. Coverage includes anatomy, physiology, physiotherapy, biology, sports medicine, sporting rules and regulations, governing
bodies, health and fitness and banned substances.
Ideal for all nurses and nursing staff, especially student nurses and new entrants to the profession, and nurses whose first language is not
English
Topics covered include travel, tourism, ticketing, hotels and staff, restaurants, kitchens, table settings, service and cooking, along with
general business, accounting and personnel terms. Handy supplements include quick-reference lists of airline and airport codes, currencies,
international dialling codes, time zones, balance sheets and international public holidays. Ideal for students, employers, or employees who
work in any part of the hotel or tourism industry or who need to use specialist English vocabulary for their work or studies.
This new edition combines within two covers: * A dictionary of 2500 terms * Descriptions of 300 organizations * A biographical dictionary of
100 personalities * Explanations of 1200 acronyms and abbreviations * Key data for well over 200 countries * A concise bibliography listing
more than 100 useful sources of further information The author's long and wide experience of these fields makes this an indispensable
companion for students and teachers, and those employed in relevant businesses and organizations, as well as for the travellers, tourists and
guests who are the raison d'être of it all.
This fully updated edition offers over 11,000 entries, each providing clear, up-to-date coverage of specialist nursing terms including diseases,
symptoms, anatomy, instruments, common drugs and biological terms. It covers both everyday vocabulary relating to patient care and terms
from medical specialisations such as psychiatry. It provides the user with a complete guide to the vocabulary likely to be encountered by
nurses (and other health care professionals) in their day-to-day work.
This dictionary is a handy reference covering everyday terms used within the tourism, travel, leisure and airline sectors. The dictionary
provides an overview of terminology used within these global industries, complete with explanations for industry-specific terms and helpful
annotated diagrams to illustrate travel related information, such as seating plans and airline tickets. It is a useful introduction for those new to
studying or working in tourism and related industries.

With over 10,000 entries providing contemporary coverage of computing terms, this fully revised edition of Dictionary of
Computing" provides coverage of the terms used in computing, including hardware, software, programme languages, networks
and applications, e-commerce and the Internet. Its definitions are easy to understand for readers without a background in
computing and to non-native English speakers. Supplements include tables of codes and programming languages. Each entry
includes an example sentence to show how the term is used in context, with quotations from magazines and newspapers to show
how terms are used in real life."
Since the early times of travelling architecture does constitute an important force of attraction and a vital element in marketing.
Until today destinations try to increase their market positions by means of the development and restoration of the built
environment. However, architecture is characterised by an enduring presence with impacts on visitors and residents alike. Hence,
on a sustainable basis it needs to chime with place and situation. Where modesty might be suitable for one destination,
spectacular architecture could be a transformation catalyst or unique selling proposition for another. Destination developers have
to be aware of the local requirements as well as the reciprocal relationship between the modern practice of tourism and the built
environment. To address the complexity of architectural tourism, throughout the book this topic is subject of a controversial
discussion and approached with a contextual and interdisciplinary view.
Cultural Heritage and Tourism in the Developing World is the first book of its kind to synthesize global and regional issues,
challenges, and practices related to cultural heritage and tourism, specifically in less-developed nations. The importance of
preservation and management of cultural heritage has been realized as an increasing number of tourists are visiting heritage
attractions. Although many of the issues and challenges developing countries face in terms of heritage management are quite
different from those in the developed world, there is a lack of consolidated research on this important subject. This seminal book
tackles the issues through theoretical discourse, ideas and problems that underlay heritage tourism in terms of conservation,
management, economics and underdevelopment, politics and power, resource utilization, colonialism, and various other
antecedent notions that have shaped the development of heritage tourism in the less-developed regions of the world. The book is
comprised of two sections. The first section highlights the broader conceptual underpinnings, debates, and paradigms in the realm
of heritage tourism in developing regions. The chapters of this section examine heritage resources and the tourism product;
protecting heritage relics, places and traditions; politics of heritage; and the impacts of heritage tourism. The second section
examines heritage tourism issues in specific regions, including the Pacific Islands, South Asia, the Caribbean, China and
Northeast Asia, South-East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, Central and Eastern Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, and Latin
America. Each region has unique histories, cultures, political traditions, heritages, issues and problems, and the way these issues
are tackled vary from place to place. This volume develops frameworks that are useful tools for heritage managers, planners and
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policy-makers, researchers, and students in understanding the complexity of cultural heritage and tourism in the developing world.
Unlike many other books written about developing regions, this book provides insiders’ perspectives, as most of the empirical
chapters are authored by the individuals who live or have lived in the various regions and have a greater understanding of the
region’s culture, history, and operational frameworks in the realm of cultural heritage. The richness of this ‘indigenous’ or expert
knowledge comes through as each regional overview elucidates the primary challenges and opportunities facing heritage and
tourism managers in the less affluent areas of the world.
This medical dictionary has over 12,500 terms from British and international medical practice explained in clear English. It covers
fields such as surgery, general practice, hospitals, clinics, nursing, pharmacy, dentistry and other specialisms, and has example
sentences and grammar notes.
This comprehensive dictionary covers all aspects of librarianship and information and knowledge management. Designed to equip
the trainee librarian or information management student with core industry terminology, this fully revised edition includes
thousands of terms connected with information management, classification, cataloguing and electronic knowledge management.
Handy supplements include proof correcting marks, classification systems, book prizes and awards, information skills, and a list of
key resources on the Web. "Clear and concise... a useful little handbook" - Library & Information Update
This fully revised edition covers more than 7,000 terms relating to agriculture, ranging from soil, cultivation, machinery and
veterinary science to farming techniques, animal breeds, fertilisers, crops, pesticides, diseases and organic farming, as well as
sales and commodities markets.
This workbook provides exercises to help teach and build English vocabulary relevant to the hotel, tourism and catering industries.
It has been written both for students studying towards professional exams and for those who want to improve their specialist
communication skills. The material covers general and topic-specific vocabulary, as well as grammar and use of English,
comprehension, pronunciation and spelling. Together with the companion Dictionary of Leisure, Travel and Tourism
(0-7475-7222-4), this workbook provides a complete package to help students improve their specialist English.
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